
Test Comments Mark 

Dressage: 

Basic paces 

1. Walk,

(Rhythm, purpose, gaining ground, active

hindquarters, freedom in the shoulder, stretching

downward, relaxation)

4 

2. Working Trot:

(Rhythm, impulsion, activity, swinging back)
3 

3. Medium Trot: (Rhythm, impulsion, lengthening

of frame and steps, swinging back, covering ground,

balance)

5 

4. Education of the Horse referring to the

Training Scale:

(Contact, elasticity willing to stretch, bending,

obedience, suppleness, halt, rein back)

6 

5. Overall impression of the Horse:

(fitness, obedience, suppleness, appearance,

harmony of the performance, halt, rein back)

7 

6. Athlete and grooms (if applicable):

(rein handling, use of aids, general accuracy,

horsemanship)

4 

7. Cones – Time allowed : 82 seconds

(Obedience, elasticity, suppleness, maintaining

speed, contact, forward engagement, confidence and

following the aids)

Driven time :      92 seconds 

Time penalties : 10 seconds x 1   

Cones penalties: 2,4 x 3 = 7.2 

Total penalties : Time : 10 + Cones: 7.2 = 17.2 

17.2 

Summary of penalties 

Total Marks (1-6) 29 

X 10 290 

Deduction (7) - 17.2

Final result 272.8 

Signature of the Jury: 

Refer to Art. 8.2 for penalties. 
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Test Comments Mark 

Dressage: 

Basic paces 

1. Walk,

(Rhythm, purpose, gaining ground, active

hindquarters, freedom in the shoulder, stretching

downward, relaxation)

2. Working Trot:

(Rhythm, impulsion, activity, swinging back)

3. Medium Trot: (Rhythm, impulsion, lengthening

of frame and steps, swinging back, covering ground,

balance)

4. Education of the Horse referring to the

Training Scale:

(Contact, elasticity willing to stretch, bending,

obedience, suppleness, halt, rein back)

5. Overall impression of the Horse:

(fitness, obedience, suppleness, appearance,

harmony of the performance, halt, rein back)

6. Athlete and grooms (if applicable):

(rein handling, use of aids, general accuracy,

horsemanship)

7. Cones – Time allowed : 82 seconds

(Obedience, elasticity, suppleness, maintaining

speed, contact, forward engagement, confidence and

following the aids)

Driven time :    ……. seconds 

Time penalties : …… seconds x 1  

Cones penalties: …… x 3 = 

Total penalties : Time : …… + Cones: …… = …… 

Summary of penalties 

Total Marks (1-6) 

X 10 

Deduction (7) - 

Final result 

Signature of the Jury: 

Refer to Art. 8.2 for penalties. 
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